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Abstract
Security is one of the most important aspects of data transmission. To provide controlled
access to the network, user authorization and authentication are often used with the help of an
AAA server. RADIUS servers provide users with access to data, user authentication, and
configuration information. When designing networks with such access control method
implementation, it is necessary to understand how the characteristics of the communication
channel affect the switching time of IP-TV channels, and therefore the overall quality of IPTV services. The principles of the main protocols for IP-TV using a RADIUS server are
described. The main parameters of the communication channel were identified. The
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mathematical model and the graphs demonstrate how IP-TV service access time depends on
telecommunication channel parameters. The results of a practical experiment are presented to
prove the formed mathematical model. The results of a practical experiment and theoretical
calculation are compared.
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Introduction
IP-TV is a technology (standard) of digital television in IP data transmission networks, a new
generation of television. As a rule, when organizing IP-TV broadcasting over packet-switched
networks, multicast transmission is used. Multicast traffic (multicast packets) is used for
video streaming. Multicast delivers video content to an unlimited number of subscribers
without network overload (Kovtsur and Polyanicheva, 2019; Kovtsur, 2019). Service is
provided in such a way that each channel appears as a separate multicast group. To watch the
content, the user must subscribe to a group, and leave the group at the end of watching
session.
IGMP (Internet Group Membership Protocol) (Krasov, 2020; RFC, 2019) is used to join
or leave a group. The network model is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Network model.
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The basic rules for the IGMP protocol are as follows:


IP-TV client sends a "report" type IGMP packet to start the process of connecting to a
distribution group;



The node sends a "Leave" packet when disconnected from a distribution group;



A router or a switch with multicast support sends IGMP general queries to the network at
specified time intervals. These queries allow to determine the current status of distribution
groups;



IP-TV client responds to IGMP general query indicating the addresses of the channels
being viewed.

One of the important aspects in the organization of IP-TV is user authorization during
channel request. IGMP access lists can be used for this task, but this approach requires
updating the lists on the equipment when the customer's tariff plan changes. The most popular
approaches are either using media encryption and provider portals, or using RADIUS
authorization for multicast. When using portals, the provider loads specialized software on the
client's equipment, but this approach reduces the amount of supported equipment (RFC,
2020). In the case of RADIUS authorization, the user can use almost any software for
watching IP-TV.

Methodology
When IP-TV RADIUS authorization, is implemented additional time is incurred due to the
need for the switch to request permission to connect to the group for each individual client.
The RADIUS Timeout parameter can also affect the time of access to the service. It specifies
how long the switch waits for a RADIUS Response from the RADIUS server before deeming
an authorization attempt unsuccessful. Some delays in the communication channel are
introduced by periodic polling of clients with IGMP General query packets. All these delays
affect the channel switching time. The study is devoted to assessing the influence of the
parameters of the communication channel on the speed of providing access to the IP-TV
service (Podgornov, 2929).
Let’s take the communication channel with the following parameters: delay Ddist, bit
error probability P0 and bandwidth Cdist.
The model of the user authorization process is shown in Figure 2. The following model
parameters are used to estimate the time characteristics:

-

Transmission time of the service access request from the client to the provider's switch
port
T12 (s);
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Time needed for the switch to process a user's request, depending on the equipment – T23
(s);
Amount of time the switch waits for a RADIUS Response from the RADIUS server Ttimeout (s);
Timeout for client response to IGMP request - TtimeoutIGMP (s);
Time between repeated sending of requests from the switch to the RADIUS server - Trepeat
(s);
Processing time for a multicast packet, depends on the equipment - Tcash (s);
Processing time of the RADIUS server - TRADIUS (s);
The number of repetitions of the RADIUS Request message by the switch - nrepeat
Delay in the communication channel between the authenticator and the RADIUS server Ddist (ms);
Delay in the communication channel between the user and the authenticator - Ddist_success
(ms);
Transmission time of multicast packet from the switch port to the user - T56 (s);
Time of multicast stream caching on user's IP-TV client - Tcash (s);
Size of the Access Request packet - Nrqr (bits);
IGMP packet size - Nrqi (bit);
Access Response packet size - Nrs (bits);
Multicast packet size - Nm (bit);
Communication channel speed - Cdist (bit / s).

Figure 2. Model of the client authorization process.

Let's compose a probabilistic graphical model which describes the process of user
authorization for the IP-TV service access (Kovtsur, 2019). The graph is shown in Figure 3,
where each branch corresponds to a transition from one state to another according to the
model of the client authorization process.
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Figure 3. Graphical model of the client authorization process.

The numbering of the vertices of the graphical model corresponds to the numbering of the
nodes in Figure 3. The transition 1-6 corresponds to the successful completion of the
authorization process, and the transition 1-7 describes the process of unsuccessful
authorization (Goldstein, 2014; Nikitin, 2010). The transition 1-9 corresponds to the user's
access to the IP-TV service.
The formula for calculating the probability of a successful transmission of an
authorization request from the switch to the RADIUS server is as follows:
, where Nrqr is the size of the RADIUS Request message in bits, P0 is
the probability of a bit error in the communication channel (Nikitin, 2012).
The generating function of the branch H36 is defined by the formula:
, где:

(1)

The probability of an unsuccessful transmission of an authorization request as an opposite
event is defined by the formula:
(2)
(2) Then, the generating function of the branch H34 is as follows:
(3)
Other intermediate generating functions are defined in a similar way.
The branch for unsuccessful completion of the authorization process is:
(4)
The branch for successful completion of the authorization process Tsuccess is:
{
}
(5)
Let's calculate the generating function of full protocol completion. The completion time T is
determined by the formula [5].
(

)

(6)
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The probability of successful user authorization to access the IP-TV service is defined by the
formula:
(7)
Next, we will compose graphs showing dependencies between the time of successful
access to IP-TV service and the main parameters of the communication channel.
The graph showing the dependence of the service access time with a bit error P0 = 10-7
on the delay in the communication channel is as follows:

Figure 4. Graph of dependence of service access time on channel delay.

Graphs showing the dependence of service access time on the bit error in the channel at
several different delay values:

Figure 5. Graph of dependence of service access time on bit error in the channel.
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The resulting graphs allow predicting the value of the service access time with known
parameters of the bit error and delay in the communication channel. Next, we will confirm the
obtained dependences using a practical experiment.

Results
To study this method, a stand with equipment was organized, the diagram of which is shown
in Figure 5. The equipment was configured to provide IP-TV services using RADIUS
authorization. The experiment showed that implementing IP-TV RADIUS authorization
introduces additional time costs caused by the need for the switch to request permission to
connect to the group of each individual client (Krasov, 2017a; Krasov 2017b).

Figure 6. Test stand diagram.

The switch has been configured to process subscriptions to the channel with the IP
address 239.1.1.2, with the multicast traffic source being connected to the switch port 3.
RADIUS authorization has been configured for channel subscriptions on the switch port 2
which is the port the client computer is connected to. When requesting a subscription to a
channel, the switch will send a request to a RADIUS server located in the 10.0.10.0 network
behind a software router in the form of the Free BSD m0n0wall distribution, which can be
used to introduce a delay in the communication channel (Krasov, 2017a; Krasov 2017b).
m0n0wall is a software firewall that can perform various manipulations with packets
passing through it using special rules. One of its features is the creation of rules for delaying
packets for a specified time, so that you can emulate the presence of any delays in the
communication channel (Vitkova, 2018). In the test stand, m0n0wall acts as a router between
networks 10.0.10.0 and 192.168.4.0, and all packets passing from one network to another
through it are delayed. This study examines the effect of the delay in the communication
channel between the switch and the RADIUS server on the access time to the IP-TV service;
the delay in the communication channel between the user and the switch is assumed to be zero
(Gerasimova, 2016).
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To calculate the access time to the IP-TV service, the time difference between the IGMP
request packet and the first UDP packet with multicast traffic was calculated, an example is
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Test stand diagram.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the experiment, which are reflected in the graph (Figure 8).
Table 1. Measurement result.
Delay (ms)
0
5
25
50
75
100
150

Number of tests
3
3
3
10
3
10
3

Service access time (ms)
80
92
130
182
223
283
419

Delay of RADIUS (ms)
47
53
91
141
192
242
342

Figure 8. Comparison of theoretical and experimental dependence of the time of access to the service.

Conclusion
The results of the experiment confirmed the theoretical calculations. This makes it possible to
apply the developed mathematical model to determine service access time when using
RADIUS authorization in IP-TV solutions. Errors in the communication channel most
strongly affect the service access time.
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One possible way to improve service access time is to cache the previous RADIUS
responses on the switch, which reduces the load on the RADIUS server and saves the time it
usually takes to process authorization requests.
Future challenges include investigating the impact of load on RADIUS server response
times.
The article shows that the use of RADIUS authorization provides a flexible approach, but
it introduces additional time costs.
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